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Abstract—Device-to-Device (D2D) cooperative location verifi-
cation allows a device to verify its location with the help of
neighbouring devices. It is especially handy in location-based
services where location verification is essential. However, the
exposure of device location during verification rises a big privacy
risk for participants since they have to send their real-time
locations to unknown verifiers holding anonymous identities.
Thus, a privacy-preserving solution is urgently needed to provide
verification without location disclosure. Traditional solutions
based on Paillier and garbled circuits can solve the problem but
also introduce high cost. Based on order-preserving encryption,
we propose an efficient protocol with high-security guarantee to
address this issue. Apart from rigorous security proof, complexity
analysis and extensive experiments are also conducted to evaluate
the proposed solution. The results compared with related work
show that order-preserving encryption based mechanism achieves
the best balance with regards to privacy, utility and performance
requirements.

Index Terms—D2D cooperative location verification, security
and privacy, order-preserving encryption, high efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of D2D communication stimulates its appli-
cation in many fields, one of which is location verification.
Location verification is an essential process to check the in-
tegrity and reliability of localization. It is an effective solution
for spoofing attack in Global Positioning System (GPS) and
noise interference detection in 5G base station localization.
Khandker, Torres-Sospedra and Ristaniemi [1] presented a
result with 44% reduction in positioning error by verifying
the computed location with nearby devices.

The core concept of D2D cooperative location verification is
straightforward. It compares measured distance and computed
distance between a device with uncertain location and neigh-
bouring devices. Specifically, when a device (known as UE)
wants to check its location obtained from a localization service
provider, it initials a query to nearby devices (known as A-UE).
By measuring the time difference between query and response,
it calculates the measured distance, supposing the message
travels at the speed of light. At the same time, it calculates the
Euclidean distance (known as computed distance) according
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to their locations. The location verification can be confirmed
once these two distance difference is under some threshold.

Although D2D cooperative location verification simplifies
verification process substantially, the disclosure of location
information during verification rises a big privacy risk for
participating assistant devices (A-UEs) since they have to
send their real-time locations to another device (UE) while
the holder of this device is unknown and could be malicious.
In this case, it threatens not only location privacy but also
personal safety of assistants. Research shows that 46% of
teen users and 35% of adults turn off location sharing due
to privacy concern [2]. Thus, a privacy-preserving scheme for
D2D cooperative location verification is highly needed.

Mainstream solutions to location privacy protection can be
classified into three categories: access control, obfuscation and
cryptography [3]. Here, we only focus on cryptography based
solutions as it can meet the high-level privacy and accuracy
demands at the same time. Paillier encryption and garbled
circuit are two popular crygraphic tools that can be applied
for this problem. The idea of Paillier based method [4] is
easy to implement. By taking advantage of the homomorphic
addition property of Paillier, we can compute distance (dc)
between UE and A-UE in the ciphertext and then compare it
with measured distance (dm). The design of garbled circuits
[5] can be implemented with circuits modules which fulfill
the multiply, add, comparison, and or operations. However,
these solutions are not feasible in practice owing to their high
overheads.

This paper is dedicated to providing an efficient solution
with high-level privacy guarantee. Different from the tradi-
tional verification method which is based on distance compar-
ison, we introduce an innovative coordinate based verification
method. Besides, an efficient privacy-preserving protocol for
interval query is designed based on order-preserving encryp-
tion. The privacy-preserving location verification can be easily
achieved by applying the designed interval query on the coor-
dinates based verification method. Apart from the security and
complexity analysis, this paper also compares the proposed
protocol with Paillier and garbled circuits based solutions. The
results show that the order-preserving encryption based proto-
col achieves the best balance between privacy and efficiency.
Paillier based protocol provides high privacy while presenting
the highest online latency and the extensibility decreases
drastically with the increasing of verification rounds. Garbled
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Fig. 1: Overview of D2D Cooperative Location Verification

circuits based scheme shows a fair performance with online
latency while the high computation and communication cost
limits its application in resource-constrained environments. To
summarize, the contribution of this paper is as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

targeting privacy protection in D2D cooperative location
verification.

• An efficient scheme based on order-preserving encryption
is presented and implemented.

• Comprehensive analysis and extensive experiments are
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
protocol. The comparison results show that the proposed
protocol achieves the best balance with regards to privacy,
utility and performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem
definition and threat model of privacy-preserving D2D location
verification are defined in Section II. Order-preserving encryp-
tion is briefly introduced in Section III. The solution based
on order-preserving encryption is presented in Section IV.
Complexity analysis and experiments compared with related
work are illustrated in Section V. Section VI reviews the
related work about location privacy. In the end, we wrap up
with the conclusions and future work in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section demonstrates the definition and security model
of privacy-preserving D2D cooperative location verification.

A. Privacy-preserving D2D Cooperative Location Verification

D2D cooperative location verification has been extensively
used in such scenarios as VANET and indoor positioning.
Despite its variety, a general idea is to verify the distance
with a nearby device by comparing the measured distance
with computed distance based on known locations. Fig. 1
presents an overview of D2D cooperative location verification
which happens between user equipment (UE) and assistant
user equipment (A-UE). To do this, UE initiates a request to
a nearby device (A-UE) for its location. Once A-UE accepts
the request, it immediately responds with its location to UE
and UE can easily calculate their distance (dc) based on these
two locations. At the same time, it also measures the distance
between them by the time difference (ToA) between the query
and response (dm = c×ToA/2), supposing the signal travels
at the speed of light c. If the difference between dc and dm
is under a threshold θ, which is influenced by signal noise
and request processing time, the verification is completed with
success. Otherwise, the location should be recalculated.

Although this simplifies verification process substantially,
it rises a big privacy risk for A-UEs with location disclosure
since A-UEs have to send their real-time locations to another
device (UE) while the holder of this device is unknown and
could be malicious. Thus, a privacy-preserving scheme for
D2D cooperative location verification is highly needed. For
simplicity, a formal definition is given below.

Definition 1 (Privacy-preserving D2D Cooperative Location
Verification). Given the measured distance dm, UE verifies
its location (x, y) with the assistance of A-UE with location
(xa, ya). Mutual privacy is required for both UE and A-UE
during the verification which means the sensitive information
should be revealed to nobody except the owner. The result ful-
fills the requirement of D2D cooperative location verification
only if |dc − dm| < θ, where dc =

√
(x− xa)2 + (y − ya)2,

dm = c×ToA/2 and θ is an experience value related to signal
noise and processing delay.

B. Security Model

1) Assumptions: We take the localization service provider
(LSP) as a trusted party providing localization services for its
users. Because LSP is normally endorsed by big organizations
or governments, it is against its benefit cheating its users as
a service provider. However, the service provided by LSP
could be inaccurate and influenced by many factors such as
spoofing attacks or Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) interference.
Also, we suppose there is a reliable communication channel
between LSP and its end users which can be easily set up
by encrypted channel. Therefore, the communication between
LSP and its end-user is secure and trusted. In contrast, as an
open network, the participants in D2D location verification
are random and anonymous, the communication channel is
vulnerable and easily under attacks. Therefore, it is essential
to provide privacy protection mechanisms while preserving
smooth location verification.

2) Threat model: We assume that both UE and A-UE are
semi-honest, which means that they follow the verification
scheme exactly, but may try to infer as much as possible about
the other party’s personal information. From UE’s perspective,
the verification should proceed without compromising its in-
formation like location, the measured distance and threshold.
From A-UE’s perspective, its location is sensitive and should
be kept secret. It is also noteworthy that intermediate values
generated from the computation should be kept secret from
both sides, for example, the computed distance, while the
verification result can be revealed to UE.

Just to highlight, this paper focuses on privacy protection
and we suppose UE and A-UE are both semi-honest. A-
UE sending a fake location is considered as a malicious
active attack and is out of scope of this paper. It can be
considered in the future, but would probably require more A-
UE’s interactions.

III. ORDER PRESERVING ENCRYPTION

Order preserving encryption (OPE) is a symmetric-key
algorithm with order-preserving property, where the orders of
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Fig. 2: Coordinates based Location Verification

ciphertexts are the same as the orders of their plaintexts. This
property enables sorting and ranking on encrypted data without
revealing plaintexts. This paper adopts the implementation
proposed in [6]. It encrypts the values with linear computation
so that the values can be disguised while the order of the
values can still be preserved. It consists of three main parts:
key generation, encryption and decryption, as described below.

Key Generation (KG): It generates a key pair (k, r), where
k and r are both random integers with k ∈ Z and 0 ≤ r <
k. As a symmetric-key algorithm, the key is used for both
encryption and decryption.

Encryption (EN): For value m, the encryption function
is defined as E(m) = k × m + r. The security of OPE
is defined with indistinguishability under Ordered Chosen-
Plaintext Attacks (IND-OCPA), an adversary cannot deduce
any information about the plaintexts except the order when
ciphertext space is at least three times bigger than the plaintext
space [6].

Decryption (DE): For ciphertext c, the decryption function
is defined as D(c) = (c− r)/k.

IV. ORDER-PRESERVING ENCRYPTION BASED LOCATION
VERIFICATION

We first introduce our innovated coordinates based location
verification. Based on it, an efficient privacy-preserving loca-
tion verification can be implemented.

A. Coordinates Based Location Verification

Intuitively, instead of computing the distance, we focus on
the coordinates directly, as shown in Fig 2. Likewise, UE is in
possession of uncertain location (x, y), measured distance dm
and noise effect θ, while A-UE is in possession of (xa, ya). A-
UE must locate in the grey area to valid a successful location
verification. A formal definition is presented below.

Definition 2 (Coordinates Based Location Verification). Given
measured distance dm and θ, UE verifies its location (x, y)
successfully with A-UE (xa, ya) once

xa ∈ (x− dm − θ, x− dm + θ) ∪ (x+ dm − θ, x+ dm + θ)

and

ya ∈ (y − dm − θ, y − dm + θ) ∪ (y + dm − θ, y + dm + θ).

Observing the definition, the problem can be dissolved into
four Interval Query (IQ) problems when a value is from A-
UE and the interval is set by UE. The tricky point is how

to proceed with the IQ without any information leakage from
both sides.

Algorithm 1: Privacy-preserving Interval Query (IQ)
Result: True or False
Input: UE:(a, b) A-UE:c;
Init: UE generates (ku, ru); A-UE generates (ka, ra);
Step1: (UE)
1.1: E1 = ku ∗ a+ ru, E2 = ku ∗ b+ ru;
1.2: send E1, E2 to A-UE;
Step2: (A-UE)
2.1: accept E1, E2 ;
2.2: E3 = ka ∗ E1 + ra, E4 = ka ∗ E2 + ra;
2.3: E5 = ka ∗ c+ ra;
2.4: send E5 to UE ;
Step3: (UE)
3.1: accept E5;
3.2: E6 = ku ∗ E5 + ru;
3.3: send E6 to A-UE;
Step4: (A-UE)
4.1: accept E6;
4.1: if E6 ∈ (E3, E4): True else: False;
4.2: send result to UE;
Step3: (UE)
5.1: accept result;

Algorithm 2: OPE based Privacy-preserving Location
Verification
Result: True or False (UE)
Input: UE:(x, y), dm, θ A-UE:(xa, ya);
Init: UE generates (ku, ru); A-UE generates (ka, ra);
1: R1= IQ ( UE: (x− dm − θ, x− dm + θ), A-UE: xa );
2: R2= IQ ( UE: (x+ dm − θ, x+ dm + θ), A-UE: xa );
Init: UE generates (k′u, r

′
u); A-UE generates (k′a, r

′
a);

3: R3= IQ ( UE: (y − dm − θ, y − dm + θ), A-UE: ya );
4: R4= IQ ( UE: (y + dm − θ, y + dm + θ), A-UE: ya );
5: if (R1 ∨R2) ∧ (R3 ∨R4): True else: False;

B. Order-preserving Encryption Based Location Verification

Alg. 1 is the process of privacy-preserving interval query,
which plays as a fundamental algorithm to realize coordinates
based location verification. We suppose that interval (a, b)
is held by UE, and value c is held by A-UE, the result is
True when c ∈ (a, b), otherwise False. The process is easy to
understand. UE and A-UE start with initializing their key pairs
according to order preserving encryption. Then, both parties
will encrypt their messages with their keys and send them
to the other party for double encryption. For example, UE
first encrypts its interval (a, b) with its own key (ku, ru) and
sends ciphertexts Eu(a, b) to A-UE. A-UE double encrypts it
with (ka, ra) and sends the ciphertext Ea(Eu(a, b)) to UE.
At the same time, A-UE encrypts its value c with its key and
sends to UE for double encryption. The result is True only if



the double encrypted c is located in double encrypted interval
(a, b), which is Ea(Eu(a)) < Eu(Ea(c)) < Ea(Eu(b)) as
shown in the correctness proof below.

With interval query, it is straightforward to implement
privacy-preserving location verification based on coordinates
comparison. We achieve it by simply calling Alg. 1 four times
and combining the results. We present the algorithm in Alg.
2. Note that IQ is the abbreviation of interval query and the
key needs to be updated every time for xa and ya.

C. Correctness Analysis

The correctness of privacy-preserving location verification
can be proved by the correctness of interval query since
location verification is just repeating calling of interval query.
Thus, we just need to prove the correctness of Alg. 1. The
proof is presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given (a, b) and c, if c ∈ (a, b), there is always
Eu(Ea(c)) ∈ (Ea(Eu(a)), Ea(Eu(b))), where Ea and Eu are
OPE encryption function with key pair (ka, ra) and (ku, ru).

Proof. We first prove that if c > a, then Eu(Ea(c)) >
Ea(Eu(a)). By substituting E with its encryption function,
we have

Eu(Ea(c))− Ea(Eu(a))

= ku(kac+ ra) + ru − (ka(kua+ ru) + ra)

= kuka(c− a) + kura − karu + ru − ra
Since c > a, 0 < ra < ka, 0 < ru ≤ (ku − 1), it is easy to
prove that

kuka(c− a) + kura − karu + ru − ra
> kuka − ka(ku − 1)− ka = 0

Thus, Eu(Ea(c)) > Ea(Eu(a)) is proved.
Similarly, we can prove that if b > c, then Ea(Eu(b)) >

Eu(Ea(c)). Thus if a < c < b, then Ea(Eu(a)) <
Eu(Ea(c)) < Ea(Eu(b)).

D. Security Analysis

The security of location privacy is also guaranteed by the
security of interval query which is presented in the following.

Theorem 2. Based on order-preserving encryption, privacy-
preserving interval query is secure against semi-honest adver-
sary attack.

Proof. From the point view of UE, A-UE can be an adversary
who is interested in inferring UE’s interval set (a, b). In Alg.
1, UE sends E1 and E2 to A-UE where E1 = ku∗a+ru, E2 =
ku ∗ b + ru. Since the values obtained by A-UE are actually
masked by random number (ku, ru) generated from a suffi-
ciently large domain, the data reveals no information about a
or b. Besides, A-UE is also unable to guess (ku, ru) by solving
a linear system which is E1 = ku ∗ a+ ru, E2 = ku ∗ b+ ru,
when there are more variables than equations.

When UE is an adversary device, it tries to extract any
information about A-UE’s value c. In the algorithm, UE

obtains E5 from A-UE where E5 = kac + ra. However,
without key (ka, ra), UE is unable to reveal c from E5 either
and it is also unable for UE to guess (ka, ra) by solving the
linear system.

TABLE I: Security Strength and Recommended Key Size
Security Strength Paillier OPE Garbled Circuits

Short 1024 112 112
Medium 2048 128 128

Long 3072 196 196

TABLE II: Complexity Analysis of Three Schemes
Computation Cost Communication CostUE A-UE

PAI 2EN,2MUL,4ADD 3EN,1DE 5L
OPE 10EN 10EN 14L
GCC 8CMP,6AND,1OR 8CMP (96t+21)L
PAI: EN, MUL, ADD and DE refer to Paillier encryption, homo-
morphic multiplication, homomorphic addition and decrytion; OPE:
EN refers to OPE encryption; GCC: CMP, AND and OR refer to two
party computation circuit block CMP, AND and OR; L is the bitlength
of ciphertext according to the security strength; t is the bitlength of
location values.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents the performance evaluation both the-
oretically and experimentally. The comparison methods are
implemented based on Paillier encryption and garbled circuit
respectively. The idea of Paillier based method is to compute
distance (dc) between UE and A-UE in the ciphertext and
then compare it with measured distance (dm). The design of
garbled circuits is also based on coordinates comparison with
three circuits modules which fulfill the Comparison, AND and
OR operation. With these modules, we can easily implement
the corresponding garbled circuits for location verification. For
simplicity, PAI, OPE and GCC are referring to Paillier based,
order-preserving encryption based and garbled circuits based
location verification, respectively.

A. Security Strength And Recommended Key Size

A security strength is a number associated with the amount
of work that is required to break a cryptographic algorithm
or a system [7]. Cryptographic algorithms provide different
”strength” of security, depending on the algorithm and the
key size used. Throughout the experiment, we divide the
security strength into three levels: short, medium and long.
Table I lists the usage time for different keys of corresponding
cryptographic algorithms.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Based on the threat model, we list the following evaluation
metrics to assess protection schemes.
• privacy: The confidentiality of spatial data is the priority

of privacy. Besides, a qualified scheme should be able to
defend against attacks from both inside and outside.

• utility: The utility refers to the service usability. In this
paper, it is reflected by location verification accuracy.



TABLE III: Operations Comparison of Different Cryptographic Algorithms
Paillier Order-preserving Encryption Garbled Circuits

Security Strength EN DE ADD MUL EN DE CMP AND OR
Short 1.6 ∗ 103 T 1.7 ∗ 103 T 10 T 0.6 ∗ 103 T T 3 T 7.5 ∗ 104 T 9.5 ∗ 104 T 1.1 ∗ 105 T

Medium 7 ∗ 103 T 6.7 ∗ 103 T 50 T 3.2 ∗ 103 T 1.3 T 5.7 T 1 ∗ 105 T 1.1 ∗ 105 T 1.1 ∗ 105 T
Long 4.7 ∗ 104 T 4.7 ∗ 104 T 70 T 2.3 ∗ 104 T 2.5 T 14 T 1.4 ∗ 105 T 9.5 ∗ 104 T 1.1 ∗ 105 T
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Fig. 3: Performance Comparison Under Different Security Strength

If the verification accuracy remains as the original one
without privacy protection, the utility is preserved.

• performance: The performance of mechanisms refers to
the execution time and communication overhead which
is normally the biggest obstacle for cryptography-based
solutions.

C. Theoretical Analysis

Table II lists the time-consuming operations and communi-
cation cost of each party in three schemes. For the communi-
cation cost, L is the bitlength of ciphertext according to the
security strength and t is the bitlength of coordinate values.
Since a 32-bit integer can present the location precisely at
a centimetre level, we assume t ≤ 32. However, it is hard
to have a direct comparison between solutions with different
operations as shown in Table II. It is necessary to standardize
operation cost into the same unit. To obtain the ratio between
different operations, we measure the running time of each
operation under the same setting. With the running time of
OPE encryption T as a base unit, the results of each operation
under different security strength are shown in Table III. From
the result, it is easy to see that the OPE presents a big
advantage in computation cost.

D. Experimental Analysis

We implemented both UE and A-UE on a macOS platform
with 3.1GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 8G RAM to evaluate
the performance of the proposed protocols. Specifically, we
generate random location pairs and distribute them to UE and
A-UE, separately. The measured distance is Euclidean distance
of a location pair with random values. The threshold is set to a
random value. Both measured distance and threshold are held
by UE. The experimental results are the average for 10 rounds.

According to the algorithm, all schemes can be divided
into initialization and online process. Noted that initialization

is an offline process of key generation and can be operated
alone without any information dependence or cooperation
requirements. Online latency is composed of three parts:
the computation of UE, the computation of A-UE and the
communication delay between them. Fig. 3 is the results of
two processes respectively. From the results, we can see that
(1) OPE outperforms PAI and GCC in online latency, which
makes it more practical in reality; (2) both OPE and GCC show
a stable performance with regard to different security strength;
(3) although GCC shows a fair performance in online latency,
its heavy computation cost in initialization limits its usage in
resource contraints platform.

For more insights, we also study the detail of online latency.
The results are presented in Table IV. From the results, we
can see that (1) compared with UE, all schemes put more
computation on A-UE; (2) thanks to the fast data transmission,
the communication cost of GCC does not delay its online
response. As a conclusion, OPE outperforms both PAI and
GCC in both utility and performance.

VI. RELATED WORK

Location privacy has been widely studied in the literature.
According to adopted strategies, solutions can be classified
into three categories: access control, obfuscation and cryptog-
raphy [3].

Access control grants users with the right to perform actions
on the location information of another user according to
policies or defined trust [8]. Access control enhances system
security by filtering participants involved. Nevertheless, it
assumes that all the passed participants are trusted. Thus, it
is unable to prevent attacks when compromised participants
try to obtain the location information of other users and could
hazard the system in the long term.



TABLE IV: Details of Online Latency in Location Verification
Short Medium Long

PAI OPE GCC PAI OPE GCC PAI OPE GCC
UE (ms) 13 3 22 26 4 21 77 7 35

A-UE (ms) 13 8 27 44 9 26 100 14 46
comm. (kb) 1 3.5 47 2 7 47 4.1 14 47

K-anonymity, dummy location and mix zone are three
representative obfuscation strategies for location privacy. K-
anonymity obfuscates a user’s location related query with at
least K−1 similar queries so that the service provider cannot
infer the user’s location from the query [9], the construction
of K-anonymity protected query is normally processed by
a trusted local server. In contrast, dummy location shares
the same idea with K-anonymity without any constraints
like a trusted third party or key sharing. But, it also suffers
from spatiotemporal correlation issues when users submit
consecutive requests [10], [11]. Mix zone is a popular solution
for location privacy-preserving in VANET. For any vehicle
entering a mix zone, it immediately gets a pseudonym that
will be used for communications in the zone. It protects the
vehicle privacy by disconnecting the link between vehicles
and pseudonyms employed by the vehicles. In general, ob-
fuscation based solutions protect user identity by disguising
it with random generalized fake information. However, they
are limited by the requirement of a central gateway for data
obfuscation or key generation which makes them not suitable
for decentralized D2D scenarios.

Schemes relying on cryptography have been extensively
studied to offer high-level privacy and security guarantee.
A privacy-preserving proximity notification that provides a
complete privacy-concerning service was proposed by Ma-
scetti et al. [12]. Based on private information retrieval (PIR),
Ghinita et al. [13] implemented privacy-preserving nearest
neighbour search in LBS. A similar work that also aims to
solve the location comparison is presented by Narayanan et al.
in [14], they solved the problem with a private equality testing
protocol based on Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem.
However, their solution is not applicable to our target problem
since they treated a location as a value, not coordinates
and they only support an equality test. As a conclusion, the
schemes relying on cryptography normally meet high-level
privacy and security demands even though their design is
challenging and problem-oriented. Given the sensitivity and
precision requirement of location verification, we only focus
on cryptography-based schemes for privacy-preserving D2D
cooperative location verification.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the privacy issues in D2D cooperative
location verification so that devices involved in location ver-
ification are not required to share their location information
anymore. Specifically, three solutions based on state-of-the-
art cryptographic techniques are designed and implemented.
Extensive theoretical analysis and experimental tests were
conducted to evaluate the proposed solutions. The results show

that OPE based scheme achieves the best balance with regards
to privacy, utility and performance. Although this paper can
solve the privacy issues in D2D location verification efficiently,
it is still unable to defend malicious attacks when A-UE
sending fake locations. Future work will focus on this issue.
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